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The science of water resource planning and management implies the 
utilization of available water supplies in order to meet specific goals 
and objectives (Hill and Riley, 1972). Essential to effective planning 
and management is the consideration and analysis of all possible alter-
natives. Past research at Utah State University has demonstrated that 
the hybrid computer simulation of hydrologic processes is a reliable 
planning technique which provides the capability to examine many possible 
alternatives in a short period of time (Hill et al., 1970; Riley, 1970; 
~ 
and Riley et al., 1967). This technique, because of its interactive 
characteristics, is valuable also in teaching some basic concepts of 
hydrology and water resource management. 
Hill and Riley (1972) developed a basic simulation model to demon-
strate storm-runoff relations. Past experience has proven that the 
exposure of undergraduate students to dynamic computer models would 
produce beneficial results such as an increased understanding of basic 
hydrologic concepts through personal involvement. 
The author has taken this basic model and expanded it to include 
routing processes. Dynamic scaling and a question and answer type of 
interaction between student and computer (SUBROUTINE QUET) are added 
to the model to make it more realistic and attractive. 
This report presents a brief explanation of basic concepts which are 
involved in the model, description and advantages of the hybrid computer, 
description of the model, and the beneficial results of the student-com-
puter interaction. 
BASIC CONCEPTS OF A HYDROLOGIC SYSTEM 
Runoff 
From the hydrologic point of view, the runoff from a drainage 
basin may be considered as a product in the hydrologic cycle, which is 
influenced by two major groups of factors: climatic factors and 
physiographic factors. Climatic factors include mainly the effects 
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of various forms and types of precipitation, interception, evaporation, 
and transpiration, all of which exhibit seasonal variations in accordance 
with the climatic environment. Physiographic factors may be f~rther 
classified into two kinds: basin characteristics and channel character-
istics. Basin characteristics include such factors as size, shape, 
and slope of drainage area, permeability and capacity of groundwater 
formations, presence of lakes and swamps, and land use. Channel 
characteristics are related mostly to hydraulic properties of the channel 
which governs the movement of streamflows and determines channel storage 
capacity (Chow, 1964). 
Infiltration 
One of the basic concepts of hydrology is infiltration, which, in 
general terms, is that water which enters the earth. Infiltration 
affects many aspects of hydrology, such as surface runoff, the moisture 
content of the soil, transpiration by plants, and the evaporation of 
soil moisture. Infiltration reflects the soil characteristics and 
land-use patterns of the basin. 
Evapotranspiration 
Evapotranspiration is another term to be defined in the hydrologic 
cycle: it is the process by which water is evaporated from wet 
surfaces and transpired by plants. 
Surface runoff from storms is a function of several things. 
Various watershed characteristics such as vegetative cover and soil 
properties influence the amount of water available for runoff. Storm 
time patterns of precipitation intensit y and duration influence the 
relative amounts of rain which are abstracted by the processes of 
interception, depression, and infiltration. Channel outflow is influ-
enced by the slope and size of the basin, which affect the rise time. 
The figure below serves to illustrate some of the basic relations of 
hydrologic processes. 
T,rne trc;n be~.~ .. -, .. ~g of ro,r.lcil -
Figure 1. Sch ematic diagram of th e disposition of storm rain-fall 
(from Linsley et al., 1958). 
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DESCRIPTION AND ADVANTAGES OF HYBRID COMPUTERS 
The hybrid computer is composed of two parts: digital and 
analog. 
Digital Computer 
Data input into the digital occurs through punched cards, magnetic 
tape, or from teletype. The digital computer is a sequential machine 
which does one thing at a time. The digital processes the data, stores 
the data, and transfers appropriate data to and from the analog. 
Analog Computer 
The analog computer is a parallel device in that all computations 
proceed simultaneously. Many of the processes which occur in nature 
are time dependent and as such are differential in form. The computa-
tions on the analog computer can be visualized as analogous to the 
processes occurring simultaneously in nature. It is in the solution 
of differential equations that the speed and parallel computation of 
the analog computer is particularly apparent because it can integrate 
the problem variables continuously instead of using numerical approxima-
tions. Visual response (graphical outputs) is obtained from the analog 
computer. 
Hybrid computing system, gather the advantages of digital and 
analog computers. The hybrid computing system model provides the 
capability to examine many possible alternatives in a short period of 
time. The operator can visualize the results as being the actual 
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dynamic responses of the physical system under investigation. The 
interaction between the operator and the computer makes hybrid computer 
models attractive and useful from an educational viewpoint. Figure 2 













































DESCRIPTION OF THE HYDROLOGIC MODEL 
The basic concepts of the hydrological system were developed into 
a model which was progrannned on a hybrid computer (see the listing and 
analog diagram in Appendix A for programming details). One result of 
developing hydrological system models on the computer is the identifi-
cation of significant physical processes. System parameter changes 
relating to these processes can then be made easily and the effects 
rapidly determined. 
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For the sake of simplicity this model deals only with the ~upper 
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Figure 3. Block diagram of hydrologic processes. 
A flow diagram of the various hydrologic processes which are 
















Figure 4. Sch ematic representation of watershed for hydrograph 
synthesis. 
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For the system represented by this model the supply minus the 
abstractions will determine the amount of runoff available. Figure 5 
is a schematic representation of this simplified process. 
Since both the interception and depression storage rates can be 
represented by similar mathematical expressions, in the model they are 
lumped together and called interception plus depression storage (IPD), 
or retention storage. The mathematical expression used to represent 






IPD interception plus depression storage capacity rates, 
K = a constant, representing physical characteristics of the 
watershed foliage and ground surface. 
Infiltration is considered to be a function of soil moisture and 
certain other soil characteristics. A linear approximation of the 
actual relationship (as shown in Figure 6) is used in the model. 
The values of Io, Im, and le in (inches/hour) corresponding to 
dry, the wilting point (WP), and field capacity (FC) moisture contents 
come from data describing the particular soil used. The model was 
simplified by considering the soil as a single layer composed of the 
top few inches of the actual soil profile. The soil moisture level 
as a function of time is represented by the following equation: 
Figure 5. 
Figure 6. 
Total 1. . s Rate 'bs traction 
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Soi . f·ltration i, of in 1. . ation approxun The linear 
l{ate (IPD) 
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SM= SMI + j(INF) dt (2) 
in which 
SM soil moisture level (inches of water), 
SMI = initial soil moisture at beginning of storm (inches), 
INF - actual rate of infiltration (inches/time). 
A function generator is used on the analog computer to provide the 
necessary link between soil moisture and infiltration for use in the 
model. 
Surface runoff, then, becomes the integral of the rainfall minus 
abstractions or: 
RO j(PPT - IPD - INF) dt 
in which 
PPT = precipitation rate (inches/time) and the other variables 
are as previously defined. 
(3) 
The digital computer stores characteristic data for the storm and 
soil types encountered on the watershed. Equations 1, 2, and 3 are 
solved on the analog computer. In addition, the infiltration function 
is generated on this component. Whenever the rainfall rate is less 
than the potential total abstractions, the abstractions are decreased 
to match the supply,thus providing for proper mass balance in the 
system. The channel routing process is added to make the model more 
realistic and to compute the channel outflow for the whole basin. 
What makes the model a teaching aid is the close interaction 
between the operator (the student) and the model, and its capability 
for sensitivity studies (which is explained in the next section). 
The connnents, consisting of a brief explanation of the model, 
are typed out on the screen in the beginning of the interaction; 
then there is a multiple-choice fun quiz. There are five questions 
with three possible answers for each question. After the question is 
typed out, the operator types his answer, and the computer types out 
whether the answer given by the operator is correct or not. It 
records two points for each correct answer and gives the final grade 




Studies in which parameters are changed over a range of values 
are called sensitivity studies. Hybrid computer models become valuable 
aids in water resources planning studies which require the evaluation 
of many alternatives. For example, the model may take only five 
seconds to simulate events occurring during a real life period of 
several hours. 
Two examples are given in Figures 7 and 8. Many other changes 
are possible (see the Instructions Manual in Appendix D for the 
~ 
parameters which can be changed and the procedure to be followed). 
In the first example, the operator has tried three different values for 
Initial Soil Moisture (ISM) and has observed the response (runoff). 
In the second example the operator ha s observed the effect of rise time 
on channel outflow. The channel outflow is delay ed for greater rise 
time as was expected. 
Runoff Rate (inches/time) 
1.0 
ISM = 40% 






RO = 1.17 
ISM - 10% 





Figure 7. Example 1: Surface runoff as affected by changes of 
initial soil moisture. 












OTHER INTERACTIVE PROGRAMS ALREADY DEVELOPED 
AT UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY 
Other interactive programs have been developed in different 
subjects at Utah State University. Dr. W. O. Carter, Professor of 
Civil and Environmental Engineering, has developed a computer model 
for structural design. Dr. R. Hurst, Professor of Applied Statistics 
and Computer Science, has developed several interactive programs in 
the field of statistics. These interactive programs are being used 
as teaching aids as well as for professional uses. 
All of these interactive computer programs have one common 
advantage: these programs eliminate the tedious work and enable the 
user to look into basic concepts more carefully. The user also has 
the opportunity to examine the possible alternatives in a very short 
time. This gives a better perspective of the problem and results in 
better solutions, and objective answers. Common sense and personal 
judgment, however, should always be used to check the answers against 
any manmade computer mistakes. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
This simplified model is representative of more complex 
simulation models, and it reflects the capability of simulation 
models developed for water resources planning and management. It is, 
at the same time, an aid for teaching basic concepts of hydrology to 
undergraduate engineering students. In Winter Quarter of 1972-73 
the undergraduate hydrology (CEE 443) students were exposed to the 
model, and the results indicated a significant increase in students' 
knowledge of basic concepts of hydrology. The students' commeuts 
about the model were positive. Some students (about 25 percent of 
the class) wanted to have more time on the computer to be able to 
exercise more sensitivity studies. Hopefully, this extra time will 
be given to the students in the future, for better performance. 
This interactive model is also used for demonstrations at Utah 
Water Research Laboratory for casual visitors. 
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Table B- 1. Input data information 




































Read initial - return 
Read all data - simulate 
Read soils - return 
Read soils and storm - simulate 
Read storm - return 
Read storm - simulate 
Simulate with present data 
Do the interaction part 
Do the interaction arrl quiz 
Number of pots 
Must read - PO Tentiometer names 
Comments to be typed out (32 cards required) 
Quiz questions and possible answers. (5 questions, 
3 answers for' each question. 35 cards required.) 
Table B- 1. Continued 
















DR WT = Soil dry weight 
RR(I) = Parameters 
I 
1 Initial soil moisture, % 
2 Initial IPD rate (in/hr) 
3 Time for IPD to decay to 1 % 
4 WP % moisture 
5 FC % moisture 
6 IO infiltration at dry soil 
7 IM infiltration at WP 
8 IC infiltration at FC 
9 Rise time (minutes) 
NPT = No. of PPT intervals 
NIH= 1, PPT inches per interval 
NIH=2, PPT inches per hour 
PR(9) = Time in minutes per interval 
FMT = Format PPT data are 1n 
Precipitation, data values 
J, 
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2. Input Card Listing 
9 
••••• W~LCC~~ TO TYE UT~H WATER ~ES~ARC~ LA □ O~ATORY-~YBRID COMPUTING 
FACILITY. ~LEAS£ TY?E YlU? ~!RST NAME. rH4NK YOU TODAY ~E ~ILL BE US 
ING A CO 11 f' 'J TE~ Mn:' E :_ W HI::: H DE 5 C fd c:-ES THE ;3 T IJ RH R IJ N- OFF PROCESSES• AS Y 
0 1J AR[ AwM~[,hU'JGFF CA~) G: C,1,,Stnl:Rti) ~.'5 A RESPQ.'~~E OF A WAlEilSHEI) ( 
OR A ~~S?GNS~ OF A HYDRGL □ GlC SYSTEM) T~ A PARTICULAR INPUT FUNCTION1WH 
I Cl-i Ir., PPEC i. I= IT AT rn~~. THE RC:SPOt~SF. FUNC T IO'"i I Tlfrn Is CH ~NGEO 
IF AL!E~hT!ONS orcuq IN EITH[µ THE 9ASIC IN~UT FUNCTION (PRECIPITAT 
In N P /\ TT E ri N) 0 q I \J T, H: 1! Y'.J q O L iJ G I C 5 Y Si EM ITS EL. F • i./ E Is ILL BE US ING A COM 
PUT[R ~ODEL OF 4 TYµiC~L HrDROL □ ~IC 3YST~M TO DE~ONSTRATE CHANGE 
S IN THE RESP~NS~ 0~ T~~ JJT?UT FU~CT!ON TH~T YOU ~ILL I~D~CE BY INTROO 
UCING ALTE0 ~TIO~S I ~ BOT~ THE HYDR~~OGIC SYSTEM AND THE PRECIPITATION PA 
T TE F: U S • S i I J i"' E S Q F T ~ I .5 N hT 1p :: .A F; E TE :': ~ E D S E ,4 5 I T J V I T Y S T U O I E S G E C A U S E TH E 
Y PPUVJfJE CIJN~If:iL:~A~jLE r:1.sr.:;rlT INTO THE Rt LAT!'/t ll~Pon,H,CE OF THE VAR 
IOUS F'=?OCf: SSF.: S I'' '11 Gf-il Y (rl' l 0 t..EX AND INTERACT ING SY STEMS••,• 
PARA~ETE~S WHICH ~f ~ILL B~ USING T0D4Y A~E 
PAR n~SCC/IPTinN 
-2 ~ETY?t TH:SE co~~E~JTS .. 
-1 REAU l~ITIAL DATA FROH CAQDS 
1 I~ITI!~ SOIL ~OISTLJwE PERCENT 
~ !~IT!\L I1TEqCfPTtO~ PLUS 9EP~ESSION RATE 
3 TI~E FQ~ IP □ JECAY 
4 30!L w~ 0 ~°C~NT MOISTURE 
3 snrt.. ~c ?E~~E~T MOISTUR~ 
6 I 8 , I "J F ! L T ·~ A T I O ~ A T ') R Y SO I L ( I N I HR ) 
7 I~·'., I·~ F IL Fl q I,; N AT ',/ P ( IN/ H ~) 
f.l r c , INF JI.. r :<AT r o N ~ r F c c r NI rl R, 
1 TI ME I~TE~V\L(MIN) 
1a q!Sf rr~~(MIN) 
11 C~A~r;E STJR~ JEP TH 
•~ ~J ( 1 I'. f) C/ ~ r: : I A I Ir,:~ 
I WILL TYPE PA~ 1 VAL Trl~N YOU MAY TYPE WHAT PARAMETER ANO VALUE YOU 
WANT ME TiJ CHAN~E. THANK YOU. 
r,u::srrr,~-1 (~ Dl"JI'.JTS) 
---H~AT ~ □ RT nF ?ZSP □ N5E WCJLr YOU EXPECT TO S~E IN RUNOFF 
IF YC1ll '"l,)LJ'.,l.f T'-!:: I'1ITIAL SCIL MGISTlJ~E 
••••• ~N~ ~ E~5 ••••• 
1- ·rn CH.u;s~ !'l ~l )NQr F 
'•ilF.:C: .,f ~ SE I'. P.!NuF• 
J-I~C~':ASE I~ RJN/"J~  
0 1Jl:5TIO ► 1 ~2 (2 PQI•JT!i) 
•••A MJLLI:N G0LFE~3 ~C!JT QLJT TO THE FIELD ANO GOLFED FO~ EIGHT HOURS 
1-i H I C H 11 F T..; : F tl L.1. 'J id NG W DUL D BE CORRE C T 
••••• AN5~~~5 ••••• 
1. :-; 0 L ~-~;:; 5 9 I!' : JOT A LT ER THE 5 0 I l CO ~J !) IT IO tJ S 
2•9Y C'J~PACTI ~G THE SOIL 1 THfY I~C~E A3ED THE RUNOFF 
3-IT 1.'.1.3 TOO C~u~.JDED, '10 O~E COlJLO ENJ'JY 1-iIMSELF. 
1 I I': q t 1 ' -i • 1 ( 2 P n I 'J T S ) 
- • • S A Y ~I t:: C U i ,\ U. ':' H F: T'-' r-: C:: 5 , A 1. f1 D E ,<;j ~ 0 Y A l. L T H E P L A N T S , 
PHS ~; J:) r: J~-:-!1H , OF :lll~S ,lillJ I.[) CAUSE 
••••• ••••• 
1-~ q \STIC r~c~FISf IN RUNCFF 
2-::>L A ,p· S l '-J;) r:1:: C:: S ~Rf GtJtJI) ONL V FOR ;:_:s THET I cs 
3 •NO :.: ~ 1. t; r, F. I t l R 'Jr~ 0 FF 
rJ 'JF. ST I (W . J (?. PO I \J TS) 
- • • I : I r; F:O~ E:~AL , SU~ F t. CE:: RU 'JO FF WILL Cl NL Y ".)CC IJR 
AT T>1AT 1'-J:.Tld.JT :1F TIME WHE"l,,, •• •• •••••• ••, ••••• ••• 
••••• A'-J;,µ[ R$ ••••• 
1-THE I~~ILTR,TION R~TE IS GREATE~ THAN THE INTERCEPTION RATE 
2 • '-I iJ "' '" 0 U L , ) I ;< ~I O ;-1 , , 
33 
3-P~ECIPITATtG~ IS MQQE THA~ (INFILTRATIO'-J+I'-JTERCEPTION•DEPRESSION) 
QU[5TtO N•S (2 POINTS) 
---~HICH nF THE FOLLONIN~ C0MBINATION3 OF WORDS ~OULD BE ~PPROPRlATE 
TO use:: IN THE O~FtNITION OF HYDR □ Lo:;rc SYSTEM 
••••• .. . *. ♦ 
1-P~EC!PITATI1N•NATERSHEO•RUNOFF 
2 • :; 0 l. r= E P. S • R .I I :~ - :; ~ A S S 
3•'-JONt QF TME ABOVF. 
2 2 
4t 1 211 • !'i 1 ?. ,;, 25 42 ,35 
1? 1 3~ (16FS,'-) 
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Appendix C 
1. Output Symbols (Table C-1) 
2. Sample Outputs 
a. Digital 
i. Comments and Quiz (Table C-2) 
ii. Numerical Results of Simulation (Table C-3) 
b. Analog 
i. Graphs of Initial Data (Figure C-1) 
ii. Graphs of Sensitivity Studies (Figure C-2) "Responses 
to parameter changes." 




Number of intervals (PPT) 
Time in minutes per interval 
Number of intervals ( simulation process) 









Interception, plus depression, inches per interval 
Infiltration, inches per interval 
Runoff, inches per interval 
Soil moisture, inches per interval 
Routed channel outflow, inches per interval 
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Table C-3. RUNOFF SIMULATION 
Nsi 23 Tl :rn. MIN 
I PPT IPD INF RO SM CHO 
i .. 
I 
1 .56 , 1 8 , 2 1 , 1 4 1.64 , 1114 
2 -~~ .02 -,io -.00 1, 6 4 ,08 
3 .03 .02 -.00 •, 00 1,64 , 01 
a ,25 ,03 ,2C -.c0 1 , 7 5 .. , 00 
~ , 2 5 • 01 , 21 ,00 1,86 •,00 
5 ,05 , 01 • 0 ;s ., I 00 1,88 .~0 
7 ,38 ,en ,22 • 1 4 1,99 ,05 
e , 9 1 ,. , 00 .22 ,66 2 I 10 .33 
9 ,57 •,00 .22 ,33 2,21 ,48 
1~ • 2 t'l -.00 , 19 •, \'.Hl 2,31 ,23 
11 , 1 5 .,(10 I 14 ... ~0 2,30 • 0 3 
12 , 10 •• ;:, 0 ,09 -.re 2,43 ,00 
13 • (15 •, 00 ,04 •Ir. 0 2,45 •,00 
1 a .00 -.00 -,00 - • "10 2,45 -.00 
1 "i • \:'10 ., , Iii Cl .. , f/H1 ... "~ 2,45 •,00 
16 , 0 Cl - • Q 0 • '0" ... e'~ 2,45 •,00 
17 ,co •, 0 0 -.00 •, 00 2,45 -.00 
18 ,00 ... '33 ... ,11:i •,00 2,46 ", 00 
19 ,00 ... ;, 0 -.00 •,00 2,45 .. •,00 
2~ ,00 ... (11" -.00 .. , 00 2,46 •,00 
21 ,00 - • (10 • I 0 0 •,00 2,46 •,00 
22 • t' (11 ... 00 - • '10 -.0~ 2,45 ... 01il 
23 ,00 -.00 -.00 - • '10 2,45 •,0C 
STORM TOTALS CINCHES) 
PRECIPITAi!('1N ,: 3.53 
INF!L iRATION s: 1,79 
INiEP.+DEPRESS = ,28 
RUNOFF DEPTH a 1, 2 fl 
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Figure C-1. Graphs of initial data. 
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Figure C-2. Sample output for sensitivity studies (changes in channel 
outflow due to changes in rise time). 
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PART I: D AND PTS INVOLVE , BASIC CONCE 
INFORMATI U'T THE MODEL ON ABO 
GENERAL 
Surface f f from s runo terms h'ngs of many t i . . function 
is a and 
. watershed Various charac t eristics such as vegetative cover 
influence S·oi"l properties t"on f the amount o available water r unoff• for 
Storm time Patterns o · ita i f precip intensi . ty and t i on influ-dura 
. e the relativ ence . hich are f rain w 
amounts o . f"ltration. 
and in i 
abstracted by the 
K.,andP.) serves 
. e from beginning of ra infall -
Fig. l - Schematic Diagram of 
T,m • tion 
the Dispos i Rainfall of Storm 
· ns A.bs t rac t1. o Tota l ,. Rate 
R.::tte (PPT) 
. itation l,';i.te (INF) Prec1.p tion -
Infiltra . 




The surface runoff depth becomes the integral of (supply -
abstractions) or: 
I RO = / (PPT IPD INF) dt ...... Eq. 1. 
The shaded area in Figure 2 represents the surface runoff depth. 
The precipitation values come from the particular storm data, 
interception and depression from estimated watershed conditions 
and infiltration rate from soil properties. 
In this model the infiltration rate is considered to be 




W_P ____ )?C 
% Soil Moisture 
Fig. 3 
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This fi gure is a linear approximation of the actual relationship. 
The values of I
0
, Im, and Ic in (inches per hour) corresponding to 
dry, the wilting point (WP) and field capacity (FC) moisture contents 
come from data describing the particular soil used. 
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Computer Model 
One result of developing hydrological system models on the computer 
is the identification of significant physical processes. System para-
meter changes relating to these processes can then be made easily and 
the effects rapidly determined. 
For illustration purposes, .in this model we shall deal only with the 
upper portion of the system shown below (enclosed with dashed lines). 
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Inl1.;:rceplion I SL01Clge _ 
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The basic concepts of the hydrological system were developed into a 
model which was programmed on a hybrid computer. The hybrid computer is 
composed of two parts: <A. Digital Computer: Data input into the digital 
occurs through punched cards, magnetic tape, or from teletype. The digital 
processes the data, stores the data, and transfers appropriate data to and 
from the analog. The digital computer is a sequential machine which does 








B. Analog Computer: Analog computer is a parallel device in that 
all computations proceed simultaneously. 
Many of the processes which occur in nature are time dependent 
and as such are differential in form. It is in the solution of 
differential equations that the speed and parallel computation of 
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the analog computer is particularly apparent because it can integrate 
the problem variables continuously instead of using numerical approxi-
mations. Visual output is obtained from the analog computer. 
The Hybrid computer model provides the capabillty to examine 
many possible alternatives in a short period of time. The operator 
can vizualize results as being the actual dynamic responses of the 
physical system under investigation. 
Studies in which parameters are changed over a ran ge of values 
a re called sensitivity studies. Hybrid computer models become 
valuable aids in water resources planning studies which require the 
evaluation of many alternatives. For example the model may take 
only five seconds to simulate events occuring during a real life 
period of four years. 
Data Needed for the Model 
A. Storm pattern with time 
1. Time interval length 
2. Total number of time intervals 
3. Precipitation depth for each interval 
B. Watershed and soil characteristics 
1. Interception and depression characteristics 
(initial rates (in/hr) and time to satisfy total storage 
2. Initial soil moisture 
3. In f iltration characteristics 
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PART II: NECESSARY DATA INFORMATION FOR THE MODEL 
Comments 
In the Appendix you wil l fin d some information on watershed and soil 
characteristics (e.g. soil moisture lev els at WP and at FC, •. etc.). 
Note = 
Consider soil to be three inches thick for infiltration control. 
wei ght of soils: Sand z. 125 pcf; silts :::::::-100 pcf (1 foot square 
area by 1 foot deep). 
Dry unit 
surface 
One set of data is required from each gro up. Punch your data on cards 
(use KP 026) with the g iven f ormat as follows: 




Soil dryweight (lbs. per sq . ft. for the top 3" of soil) 
Initial soil moisture% 
Initial IPD rate, in/hr. 
Ti me for IP D deca y (min.) 
1-JP % moistur e 
FC % moisture 
I O, infiltration at dr y soil 
I M, infiltr a t i on a t WP 





de ci mals ) 
2 Number of intervals in storm 
NHI 
Time in minutes per interval 
Format PPT data is in (FMAT) } 
IS 
15 






NHI = 1 
PPT values 
J 




PJ\RT I II: INS 'J F~UCTIONS MANUJ\L 
I. Description of the Model 
A flow diagrRm of the v a rious hydrolo g ic processes which are 















Fi g. 1 = Schematic representation of wat crG hcd 
[or hydrograph synthesis. 
Since both the interception and depression stora ~e rates can be 
represent e d by similar illathematica l expressions , in the model they are 
l tmtped to gether and called interception plus depression stora ge (IPD), 
or retention stora ge . The mathematical expression used to represent the 
combined processes is as follows: 
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d(IPD) = -K(IPD) ................. (1) 
dt 
in which: 
IPD = interception plus depression storage capacity rates 
K = a constant, representing physical characteristics of the watershed 
foliage and ground surface. 
Infiltration is considered to be a function of soil moisture and certain 
other soil characteristics. A linear approximation to this function was 
explained in the first part of this manual. The model was simplified by 
considerin g the soil as a single layer composed of the top few inches of the 
actua l soil profile. The soil moisture level as a function of time is 








SM = SMI + j(INF) dt .•...•.••...... (2) 
soil mositure level (inches of water) 
initial soil moisture at be ginning of storm (inches) 
capacity rate of infiltration (inches/time) 
A function generator is used on the analog computer to provide the necessary 
link between soil moisture and infiltration for use in the model. 
Surface runoff then, becomes the integral of the rainfall minus 
abstractions or: 
RO= j(PPT - IPD - INF) dt. ••••.••••..... (3) 
in which: 
PPT = precipitation rate (inches/time) and the other variables are as 
previously defined. 
The digital computer stores characteristic data for the storm and soil 
types encountered on the watershed, and also stores the text of the inter-
active conversation between the co mpute r and the student. Digital compute r 
also transfers the precipitation rate for each time interval to the analog 
computer. 
Equations 1, 2, and 3 are solved on the analog computer. In addition, 
the infiltration function is generated on this component. Whenever the 
rainfall rate is less than the ptotential total abstractions, this rate is 
decreased to match the rate of supply, thus, providing for proper mass 
balance in the system. 
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II. How to Operate the Model 
On Fig. 2 the schematic representation of the hybrid computing system 
set-up at Utah Water Research Laboratory is given. Your instructor will 
load the program (from the tape) and check the system. You should then 
read in your initial data (storm, soil, etc.) through the card reader 
after the "welcome ••. etc." (see Fig. 4). Type your first name, and 
space till two small lines coincide; th~n hit RETURN. This will bring 
up the brief information about the model on the screen, and you will see 














Initial Soil Mositure % 
Initial Interception Plus Depression 
Time for IPD Decay (Min) 
Soil WP% Moisture 
Soil FC % Moisture 
IO, Infiltration at Dry Soil (In/Hr) 
Ht, Infiltration at HP (In/Hr) 
IC, Infiltration at FC (In/Hr) 
Time Interval (Min) 
Change Stor m Depth 
No More Chan ges 
Rate (Inches/Hr) 
To start with you may want to plot PPT, IPD, INF, RO functions as is 
(with no changes). To do this, you need to type 0, th en hit RETURN (after 
pushing corresponding relay function switch on the analog, e.g.: relay 
func tion 00 for PPT, 01 for I NF, etc.). 
The main purpose here is to observe the system response (runoff) to 
parameter chan ges (e.g.: if we increase the initial soil moisture, what 
happens to runo ff? How much effect does infiltration at HP, IM, have on 
runoff?). 
To illustrate the procedure let us g iv e you an example: Say the 
initial value for WP is 29. Plot RO as is (r e lay function - no li gh ts 
on, type zero comma then hit RETURN). Immedia tely you will see the RO 
funct ion plotted as is. Let's change WP to 35. - to do this yo u need 
to ty pe 4, 35. arid hit RETURN. (4 is the code number of WP, 35. is the 
new valu e of WP). As a result you wil l ol>s!:!rve the resµuuse Lo th e 
parameter change, grap hically as shown on Fig. 3. This would be similar 
to changing soil types and obser v ing the runoff chan ge as a result. At 
the same time numeric values will Le printed out by the digital COfilponcnt 
(see table 1). 
Symbols and their descriptions used in digital output are as follows: 
I - Interva ls 
PPT - Precipitation 
IPD - Interception Plus Depression 
INF - Infiltration 
RO - Runoff 
SM - Soil Moisture 
N - Number of Intervals 
T - Time Intervals (min) 

















1 logic board 



















































Fig. 3 Time (hours) 
Surface runoff as affected by c~an ges of soil 
wilti n g point moisture. 
1 : Typical Digital Output 
RUNOFF SI MLJLA TIO 'i 
N= 16 T,. :rn. MIN 
l PF-T IPD I NF 
1 2.~~ • 7 5 1 , 2 l 
2 3, 4.l ,42 2,67 
3 5.5~ ,23 2, 14 
4 7, 70 • 13 1. 60 
5 4. [,l?. • '?J 7 1. 59 
6 1, 0?J , 0 4 • g 4 
7 3,5 0 . ~2 1.S9 
8 3,50 • v:l 1 1. 59 
9 2, 0i:l - 'cm 1. 59 
1C , 7 5 - • '3 -~ , 7 3 
11 ,25 ... ' ~'3 • 2 4 
1 2 2. (1, (?I -. c0 . 1 , 5 9 
13 3,75 - • 'J3 1. 5g 
1 4 4,50 ... 0 ;i 1.59 
1 5 2.0~ - • 0 :~ 1 , 5 '.) 
16 • :H~ •, 011 ,29 
qo1H1 TOTALS (I"JCHES) 
PRECIPI-TAT!ON • 4 6, 1 5 
INFILTF<ATIO ~ • 22. 64 
INTER+C •EPRE~S • 1 , 6 8 
RUNOFF DEPTH a 21. 65 
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RO SH 
... ~:ii 1 • 5 8 
• 2 S 2.~2 
J. 1;) 3, :.19 
5,9'.5 4, 14 
2.02 4 • 14 
... J 1 4, l 4 
1,~7 4, 14 
1 , 3 S 4, 1 4 
,3 9 4, 1 4 
.,. •J G) 4 , 1 4 
•, 0 l 4 • l 4 
• l\ .l 4 , 1 4 
2. 1 5 4, 111 
2, 9?- J, l 4 
• 4 ~ -l , 1 4 
• • ,l ~ 4. 14 
Fig . 4: Beehive Terminal Display 
WELCOME TO THE UTAH WATER RESEARCH LABORATORY-HYBRID COMPUTING FACILITY . 
PLEASE TYPE YOUR FIRST NAME 
ROBERT + 
THANK YOU ROBERT 
TODAY WE WILL BE USING A COMPUTER MODEL WHICH DESCRIBES THE STORM RUNOFF 
PROCESSES . ROBERT, AS YOU ARE AWARE, RUNOFF CAN BE CONSIDERED AS A RESP 
ONSE OF A WATERSHED (OR HYDROLOGIC SYSTEM) TO A PARTICULAR INPUT FUNCTIO 
N, WHICH I S PRECIPITATION. THE OUTPUT, OR RESPONSE FUNCTION, THEN IS QI 
ANGED IF ALTERATIONS OCCUR IN EITHER THE BASIC INPUT FUNCTION (PRECIPITA 
TlON PATTERN) OR IN THE HYDROLOGIC SYSTEM IT SELF . WE WILL BE USING A CO 
~WUTER MODEL OF A TYPICAL HYDROLOGIC SYSTEM TO DEMONSTRATE CHANGES IN TH 
E RESPONSE OR OUTPUT FUNCTION THAT YOU WILL INDUCE BY INTRODUCING ALTERA 
TIONS IN BOTH THE PRECIPITATION PATTERNS MD THE HYDROLOGIC SYSTEM. STU 
DIES OF THIS NATURE ARE TERHED SENSITIVITY STUDIES BECAUSE THEY PROVIDE 
CONSIDERABLE INSIGHT INTO THE RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF THE VARIOUS PROfESS 
ES IN HIGHLY COMPLEX AND INTERACTING SYSTEMS. 
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J . l TIME (HOURS) 
Figure 1-8.--Relation of total intake to time for three soils. A 3-inch 
application is absorb ed by the high-intake-rate soil in one-third of 
an hour, by the moderate-intake-rate soil in 1-3/4 hours, and by the 
low-int ake- r ate soil in 6-1/2 hours. 
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l ,-- LOW-INTAKE-RATE SOIL 
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TIME (HOURS) 
Figure 1-9.--Relation of intake rate to time for the three soils shown 
in figure 1-8. At end of the 3-inch application, the intake rate in 
the hi gh-intak e-ra te soil has declined to 4.6 inches per hour, in 
the moderate-intake-rate soil to 1. 2 inches per hour, and in the low-













R i,;1•n.:s~~N1'AT1YE PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF S011,s 
I:' Infil t r:it,ion 1 Tot al Total Availabl e l\Toisturc
2 
:ind Pore App:ir rnt Fi eld Permanent Dry Jnrh<'R 
Soil P rr mcnb ility Space Specific Cap acity Wilting Weight Volum e per Fo ot 
T ex- Inrh cs/ hour % Gravity % % % % 
d = P,. AD tnrc 11 N A, FC PW P,,, = FC-:-- PIV P. = I',.A-. 
100 ' 
Snndy 2 38 1.G!l 9 4 5 8 1.0 
(l - 10) (32-4 2) ( 1.5,5- 1.80) (6--12) (2- 6) (4- 6) (£H O) (0.8- 1.2) 
IS:rndy 1 43 1.!iO 14 G 8 12 1.4 
Loam (0.5 -3) (40--•17) (1.40 - 1 .GO) ( 10- 1/:) (4- 8) (6- 10) (9- l!l) (1.1-1 .8) 
Loam 0.!l 47 JAO 22 10 12 17 2.0 
(0 .:1- 0.S) ( 43- •H)) ( 1.35- UO) (18- 21i) (8-12) (10-14) (]4 - 20) (1.7- 2.3) 
C'by 0.3 4 !) J.3ii 27 13 14 HI 2.3 
I.o:im (0.1- 0.G) (·17--51) ( 1.30- 1.40) (23- 3 ) (11-15) (12-16) (16--22) (2.0 - 2.G) 
Si\t,y 0 .1 51 1.30 31 15 16 21 2.5 
Cla y (0 .01- 0.2) (49- 5:1) ( 1.25--1 .35) (27--3,i) (13-17) (14- 18) (18--23) (2.2-2.8) 
Clay 0.2 53 1.25 3,5 17 18 23 2.7 
(O.O.'"r- 0.--1) (51- 5:i) (I.20 - 1.30) (3l-3!l) (15-19) (16--20) (20- 25) (2.4- 3.0) 
l'\otc: ~ ormal ran ges arc shown in par enth eses. 
1 Intak e rat rs va ry gr eatly with soil stru cture and stn ctural st ability , even beyond the normal ranges shown above. 





























Soil series, horizon, 
a nd depth 
McK e11zie River: 
Al, 0-4 inch es 
A3, 4-9 inch es 
Bl, 9-21 inch es 
B2, 21-33 in che s 
B3, 33-43+ inch es 
Fris sell: 
A, 0-5 inches 
AC, 5-22 inch es 
C, 22-31 + inch es 
Slipout: 
A, 0-2 inchc:s 
AC, 2-9 inche s 
Cl, 9-15 inch es 
C2, 15-21 i11ches 
Alb, 21-27 inch es 
A3b, 27-33 inch es 
B2b, 33-58 inches 
B3b, 58-67+ inch es 
Bucl\';orm : 
A, 0-9 inchc~ 
Bl, 9-20 inche s 
B2, 20-:1-1 inch es 
BJ, 3-1-:-il inc he,; 
C, 54-72 -1· inches 
Tabl e 11.-Phy sical pruperti es of watershed soils, H.J . Andrews Experimental Forest 
Ston es 
Bulk > 2 Soil pcrticlcs <2 r.im. 





Send I Silt Clay 
Grams cent Percent dry weight 
0.87 23.9 41.7 34.4 
.91 22.5 41.2 36.3 
1.18 10 16.9 39.7 43.4 
1.14 15 12.9 39.7 47.4 
1.14 30 10.9 36.5 52.6 
.57 25 19.9 50.6 29.5 
.82 25 19.7 45.1 35.2 
1.06 75 25.1 42.8 32.1 
(I) 10 50.9 26.3 22.8 
1.01 10 43.5 30.0 26.5 
1.13 15 51.!) 25.0 23.1 
l. '.f.'1 15 53.8 25.7 20.6 
1.29 10 43.0 33.9 23.0 
1.25 15 39.2 35.2 25.6 
1.19 5 31.9 31.6 36.5 
(') 10 29.0 33.3 37.7 
.7-1 15 3li.5 .-...~ i) 
J '·-
26.3 
.80 7 36.0 3:i.2 28.8 
1.01 3 27.:-l 45.9 26.8 
.9G 15 27 .:J •17.:3 25.J 
(') 80 27.8 '18.8 23.3 
Texturol cl a ss 








. sanely cby loo.m 
loo.m 
sandy clay loam 

















( per 1/J l 5 15 
houri 
space 
atm. atm. atm. otm. 
Pe-r-
Inches ... ... ....... Percent dry weight ............. cent 
149.0 29.42 31.70 23.82 17.80 69 .7 
237.0 29.68 29.89 23.76 17.87 66.7 
149 .0 30.91 30.09 25.59 20.'10 63.7 
22.0 34.99 35.53 28 .93 24.21 63.1 
(') 37.92 43.91 33.06 28.12 63.1 
> 250.0 39.80 36.03 27.98 23.17 76.9 
119.4 36.86 33.92 28.68 24.14 69.5 
20.9 39.10 36.76 29.64 24.21 56.0 
( ') 34.92 29.58 25.5 -1 22.54 62.7 
29.9 28.50 24.83 21.00 18.46 59.7 
4.8 24.10 20.22 16.20 12.55 57.5 
6.8 2-1.22 21.14 17.06 13.0 S 5•L6 
1.0 27.14 23.12 17.9 5 13.36 52.0 
.5 30.11 25.16 20.39 15.59 47.8 
.1 37.15 33.09 27.30 23.60 52.·1 
(') 35.11 32.21 26.50 22.72 51.G 
.> 250.0 37~20 33.60 25.81 22.~10 69 .S 
60.3 36.29 33.62 25.05 21.65 67.5 
2.0 40.71 3G.23 30.55 25.58 6~.1 
6.0 45.37 40.21 33. l0 27.9:2 6-1.0 






























cap il- nctcn- tion 
Jory tion co poc -
poros- c a ;ioc- ity : 
ity ity " 
Pe-r-
cent Inc hes of 1·1ater 
47.-i 0.7G 1.63 
40.5 1.23 1.73 
33.9 3.07 3.49 · 
28.9 3.57 3.02 
26.0 2.75 1.93 
5al.1 .66 1.96 
39.2 3.70 4.78 
1-1.8 2.37 .85 
31.3 .56 .56 
31.0 1.79 1.93 
30.·1 1.41 1.57 
24.7 1.6-1 1.35 
16.9 1.8S .90 
10.1 1.9-! .52 
8.2 10.36 1.92 
9.5 3.--13 .78 
42.4 '.::.07 ~L?O 
3S.6 2.87 ~,.S3 
21. l 5.~15 ') ---• I 0 
20.5 7.99 3. 7t5 V, 
29., 5.07 3.';"6 w 
, Ta ble 11 (con tinued). 
Ston e s! 
Bulk > 2 So il p art ic les < 2 mm. Pe r co- Soil mois ture at t en.sia ns of -
Soil se ri es , hori ion , de nsity mm. lo ti on 7 (. ( I ., I ' v : If 
a nd de pth (b y 
-- --- ~at e ---(p er Teituro l cl ass 
cc . ) vol - San d Silt Cla y (p e r 'h 1 5 15 
ume l hour) a tm. otr ,1. atm. otm. 
Per-
Grams cen t Pe rc en t d ry we ight Inc hes ............. Pe rc en t d ry wei gh t ........ ..... 
Limb crlos t: 
Al, 0-5 in ches .80 20 4 1.0 35 .1 23.9 loam 55.3 39 .19 32.46 26.22 23.96 
ACl, 5- 15 in ches .91 15 3G.8 36.9 26.3 loam 23.7 35 .10 3 1.38 27.68 22 .54 
AC 2, 15-29 in ches .9-1 20 3 1.0 4 2.4. 26.6 loam 9.0 38. 19 33.78 28 .39 23 .04 
C, 29 -50+ in ches ( l ) 20 3G.9 37.0 26 .1 loam ( ' ) 36.52 31.99 27.93 23.08 
Flunk y : 
A, 0-4 in ches (') 65 33.4 45.8 20.8 loam ( I ) 26.78 20.00 18.76 14. 18 
C, 4-2 3 -1- in ches ( ' ) 50 53 .9 29.8 l G.3 sa ndy loam ( I ) 26.96 20 .92 13.G·1 11 .73 
Unn ame d soi l fr om 
mi xed coll uvium: 
Al , 0-7 in ches .58 15 36.·1 36.-1 27.2 sholty loam 27.2 35.24 30.86 23.07 20.91 
A3, 7-12 in ches .75 8 23.5 44.3 32.2 clay loam 54.2 39.82 3G.12 27.90 23.21 
B2, 12-3 1 inc hes .76 5 15.5 47.7 36.8 silty cla~· loam 4.3 42 .62 38.20 32.38 27 .59 
B3, 3 1-5•1 in ches .82 6 21.9 42 .0 36 .1 cby loam 12.1 44.72 40.2G 34 .37 31.G5 
C, 5-1.-70 -1 in ches ( ' ) 15 25.2 43.3 31.5 clay loam ( ') 47.17 40.7-1 31.90 28 .73 
Unn ame cl so il from 
an desi te colluv ium: 
A, 0-G in dws ( ' ) 50 42.9 35 . .'5 21.G loam ( ') 39.43 33.03 24 .2-1 19.S -1 
AC, 6-15 inches ( l) 40 45.2 3-1.S 20.0 loam ( ') 36.G7 30 .72 21.50 18.9G 
C, 15-GO I in ches ( ' ) 40 42.2 3G.2 21.6 lo:-im ( I ) 35.7G 30 .07 23.6S 19.82 
--- - - ·- -- ·--- -~ - ---------------- - - - -------------- - ------ - . ·---------- - -- --
1/J u ta 111c,vailaulc. 
•Corr ec ted for s tones . 
C api l-
Tot a l Jor y 
por e po res-
spa ce ity 
Pc-r- Pc-r-
ce nt cent 
67.7 3 1.5 
65.3 32.0 
64 .8 35.7 
62.3 36.5 
72.2 17.9 .· 
G6.7 21.6 
77 .0 20.3 
71. 4 30.0 
67.3 32.-4 
69 .5 37 .1 
69.5 39.2 



























Inc hes of water 
1.24 1.42 
2.56 2.66 
3.91 · 3.18 
6.13 4.34 
.36 1.07 





4 .66 3.6 1 
.55 1.00 
.81 l. -1S 
-1.96 5.05 
Vl 
~ 
